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ABSTRACT
An overview is presented of °a study conducted to

obtain'teachers' perceptions of theif personal and professional
development. Focused interviews were conducted with 13, female and 2
male elementary school teachers whose teaching experience .ranged from
4 to 28. years. Interpretation of the data: resulted in an exploration
of: (l) interactions between teachers' personal and professional
lives;_(2) difficulties in separating personal and professional
lives;'and tensions.stemming from their jobs. Findings indicated
that teachers' personal and professional lives inevitably affected
each other. Mt teachers reported .that their personal lives affected
.their teaching, -Usually in a positive and supportive, manner. Howevg,

- some conditions in the professional environment produced negative
.

effects on teachers'-personal lives,%leading them to try to separate
ir personal and professional lives as much as possible. Teachers

in their early years of service were 14Ss able to separate their
personal and-professional,lives than'were mor'e experienced teachers.
Most teachers mentioned sources of tension throughout their careers.
Beginning teachers reported that stress from their jdbs had an
°adverse impact on their persOnal.lives, mainly due to over-commitment
to work: More expgrienced teachers indicated that tension, in their
professional lives was relieved by relaxing'activities in their
personal lives. (JD). ;
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Personal and Professional-Conflict: Stress for Teachers

6

A

Teachers often find it difficult to separate their personal lives, from
64 o

their professional lives. Profegsional responsibilities such as lesson
1

. .

planning, paper grading, and material preparation-sometimes can not to
1

, .

completed during school hours. and therefore must be dOne at home, This
...

'-..
.

, '

eutsjpto a teacher's pergonariime.and may'create stress-. Teachers all()
. , 1 . .

. t; ., r .
. . .

: . t
o o may be trobbled'.bicertain coaditions at school°(e.g:- students with disci-.

. .- . . . : .-.

- V . ° . ,
. ..

. ..,,,

pline 'of ethademic problems, e)3ectations of principal or community, rules

..- .

and.wocedures)aaildmay continue tOthink abOut thee conditions evgn..after
.

t.

ilk . ,". ;
; .

leaving ,schoolat the end of the day, ; I

. .
. ..

. .. .

2Specifically, .how do.teachers' personal and professional lives ,interact,

What are the eftects of.thiS interactioA,, and how dO teachers d6afwith,stress
0 I,

which might be'created because of this interaction? Burden (1979, 1980)
°

conducted a study to obtain teachers' perceptions of their, personarand

'profeksional development; information was provided by the.teacherto answer
.

these questions. Thestudy also provided:evidence for stages of teacher

cares% develOpment in terms of changes in job skills, knowledge, and

behaviors; changes in attitudes and outlooks; and changes in job events.

This paper will describe:',(1) the original study, (25 the interaction

of teachers' personal and profoessional lives, (3) the difficulty in
r A ..4.-

oeparatiw the'persOnal and preessional livessYand (4) the tension from

the job,

6
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(The Research Study

The purpose of Burden's study was to determine teachers' perceptions

of their personal and professional development fsr their entire careers by

conducting focused interviews with experienced teachers. The study objectives

,_ _

'focused on personal and professionalschaages and inqueiices.
f ,. . . . '

The'focus*ed "interview allowed the' teachers to, reflect op any variables.
.. _ ..

.

-.

they thought were impOrtan;Lto-their careerS., They cbultrlate key variables
', - ..

, .. .
.

Ithat. affected their pesondl and professional development aIp-ipcuss,how

those variables might
i

have changed-Over theyears.**Giorgi (1967) Saikthe

. essential phenom'e'nOn"as itwas lived and experienced by the subjeats should

be captured in an interview; Githerwise'the research would lose much"of its

,value.' The focused interview allowed for this phenomenon.

Method

Subjects. ,The sample consisted of 15 public School teachers from eight

suburban school districts in central Ohio. The thirteen women and two Men
V

were teaching at the elementary level (K-6): Tbe teachers ranged in school

teaching experiencefrdm'4 to 28 years.
0

P-

Because of: the relatively small sample size; a number of "criteria were

established for this exploratory study to narrow the range of variabilityfor

the teachers interviewed. The'sample included only regular classruom teachers

who had their entire teaching experience at the.elementary level,,those with

limited delays from the end oT,high schodl and' .the start of teaching; and

those with few breaks in service once starting to teach.

Inthrview Guide. The focused interview's dis#hguiShing Characteristik

,

made it particularly useful in,uncovering a diversity of responses which.qere

salient to the teachers as.they,describea theircarders.
At

ce 2
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An interview guide was developed which followed the focused interview

guidelines proposed by Merton, Iiske, and Kendall (1956).

There.is,inhet flexibility in the interviewer's conduct due to the

necessity of responding to new emerging data. After the teacher completed

the description of the first year, the. investigator provided a transition so

the teacher would discuss the second year in a similar manner. Each succes-

.silie year and each school settin waz discussed,
. . ,

: ---,

Six experimental interviews were conducted to: (1) test the design'of

the interview, 2) improve the interview skills of the'interviewer, and

(3) develop consistency in the interviewer's approach.

Procedures for Data Collection. The teacher§ who agreed to the inter-

view were sent a letter which outlined the object2ves of the study, reminded

, them of the tape recorded interview; and assured them of anonymity. With the

4
letter was a school data sheet which the teacher'was asked to complete pridr

to the interview. The data sheet was used as,an aid to the investigator,

during the interview but also as a meahs of stimulating the teachers' memories .

of specific details or general patterns of their careers. Also included with
e

the letteryereten sample questions to give the teacher's some idea .isf the
,,/

topics that might be addressed in the interview, ..

.4
..

Data Analysis. The.audio 'tapes of the interviews were transcribed onto .
, . ,

notelicardsand were later typed'bonsecutively on typing papei. Definitional °

$

1
$

, .

guidelines were,developed which served as a basis.of,decision when coding the
-'

. - t

ideal, provided bthe teachers. The,constant-coMparative_method of qualita-
,

,
, ..

tive analysis proposed by Glaser(1965) and Glaser and' Strauss
.

(1967, 1970

. 'was used to analyze the data. This method involved the-, comparison ce. the

'ideas phich were coded into each study objective and the,determination of

4'k
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topical categories,

Interaction of Personal and Professional Lives
Id

/MOst teachert'indicated that their personal lives had affected their

teaching and, in turn, their teaching had affected their personal

Table 1 pibvides a summary of the'se influences. '

Personal Life Affects Professional Life

Most teachers reported that their personal lives affected theil
0

teaching, usually in a positive and supportive manner. Among the personal

.aspects cited were their, attitudes and feelings about themselves, their

spbtses and'families, theix outside school activities, and their personal
V

qualities.

Several teachers said their positive feelings about themselves allowed

them to be more positive when dealing with the children in school. When they

were more comfortable and happier with themselves, they were more comfortable

4

and happier when workingrwith the children.

SP

f

If yoU'rehappy in your personal life, you're happy with the
Ichildren. If you're not happy in your personal life, you waste
a_lOt of time worrying about.that and then you can't do your

. job as a teacher. If thingiare going well at home, you can
concentrate on being yourself, being genuine4and interesting
as a tevcciar.'," y

"I just learned to like, me better, which I think helps in
teaching, too. Becafuse I think when you're real satisfied with
yiourself, then iccu can. to happier.in.your

'

Some teachers indie-ateth;'t their relationship with their spouses
/

withresulted in, more warmth, understanding, and compassion {hen dealing with the
. -

., _ -. . .. .

.children at school. The teachers' understanding of their own children also
- / r *, 0 I 7 . .

N..
helped them in -15-heir classrooms. '---

N.

1



"I thinklly h iage had a big influence on how I teach and
approach the chi 4en. I think 4. makes me more understanding.
If I feel that I' `loved and wanted and needed, it's easier
for me to make tha Child at school feel that he's l'oted and
'wanted:and needed."

Because of their personal activities outside of school,'a few teachers

said they were more flexible, compassionate, and understanding of the children

at school.

"Something.that has influenced me some in my thinking is my
faking classes in painting. Tfid struggling that I went through

in the process of.trying to do that has given me a little. '

insight into'what the kids go through." '

Professtolal Life Affects Personal Life

Most teachers reported that their professional
mft

personal liVes 1;ofessibnal activities positively

quality of life, personal detrelopment, and hcime life

activities affected their

affected the general

Teachers also said

there were negative aspects such as strain on their families and'on their
s

.1(

own mental health./

Some teachers said their jobs enhanced their lives and made them feel

more fulfilled. They also ,indicated that their personal- 'development as

influenced positively by the people they worked with in the:%schobls.

"I found our staff made a big difference in me. FrOm them I
learned to question and to develop answers for myself. I

learned to set standards for myself even higher than the ones
I had set before. I-think enjoying teaching and the confidence
in that helped boost the confidence outside the school."

4,

"Because of. my teaching experience, I feel I'm capable of

doing some of these ether things outside of school'. This

is where my job hat enhanced my living and the activities

I do."

The professional aives of some teachers' positively affected their lives '

at home. When they were comfortable and happywith theYe,teaching, they.

often were comfortable and happy at home as well. Knowledge of children and
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teaching also helped teachers in'raising their own children.,

"If you 're not happy in your job, you feel like a failure.
And thenyou don't want to throw off all those problems on
your family. If you feel satisfaction it your teaching,
you're going to come home and feel satisfaction here. My'

experience in teaching helped me more with my own children.
'I made sure that the bad things I saw in school, ip teachers,
and in kids would not come up in our family."

1 :2
The professional lives of some teachers created strain and tension

which affected family relationships. Tension will be discussed in a later

,section.

"Because of the changes in' education today and the amount
of energy a teacher has to put out to cope with the discipline,
I.thInk my family has suffered'for it, too. It takes patience
to work out a class situation and it's a fact that by the time..
I get home, there isn't-any more patience left."

"I.don't'think your jo b should take all of your-time but it
can be that demanding to be a 24-hour job. And when you start
ip September and gd until June, you have those children with
you all year long in your thoughts. .You take the work home
with you. You take the mental strain home,with you."

Difficulty Separating Personal and Professional Lives
0

Some teachers viewed their personal and professional lives as being

inseparable. Some accepted that merging as a natural condition of teaching
r.

while others saw it asa desirable condition. The teachers reported thinking

ablut their teachipg and the children often when they were not in school and

also reported spending Ruch of their personal time obtaining materials or

thinking of new teaching methods to enrich the"class. Often many of their

personal friends were teachets in the same building so it was difficult to

separate their personal and professional lives.

,ip"''% "I don't like to disassociate my personal life'from teaching
because, to me, teaching is a very, personal thing. And it's
because a lot of my close friends .are at school with .me. So

it's likemy pel-zonal and working lives are very close. I don't
look at,it as an 8 to-5 job and I don't quit when I come home;
you can't do that when you teach. You carry everything with

you 24' hours"a day."

V

).
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"I'm glad we4'talked about the school and about personal life
because Mley seem to go hand-in-hand. It's not a job where
you can just. go home. I can not just leave it. Even when
you're sitting. here at night, there are 'still thoughts of

.school zooming through your'head."

7e

Some teachers, Inady a deliberate effort 'to separate their personal and

-,professional,lives. They either preferred to keep their.personal and pro-1

.".
,

fessional lives independent of each other, or they tried to' keep them

.
_ t .___.-

sepaate to prevent the tension and deMands of teaching from affecting .

.:

their personal lives. Despite their efforts, the merging gothe personal

and professional lives often occurred.

"Teaching'is my job. I'll do the best I can while I'm there
and when I'm home, I want to do other thingg.''I 'didn't ever
feel that way until a cOuple, of years ago. And now after 15
years of teaching, I feel like I come first; my thoughts and
feelings come first."

"There is an overlap of my personal life and teaching becauSe
a lot of friends I made at teaching that work with me are
people who I 4o things with in my private life. But I try
to separate that. I.am a teacher and that's ;the way it is.
And I talk about teaching even though I do try to separate
it; it still gets in there."

Tension from the Job

When discussing the demands of the job, The teachers commented'on

(1) the per*sonaltime required to do teaching tasks, (2) the sources of

tension, and(3) ways they released the tension.

Personal Time Commitment

4

Tlostqteachers accepted the volume of work and the pressures during their

first year as part of the jOb; they were willing te take work home and use

personal time to complete it. Less was said about taking work home and

4/.committing their personal time during the later years4En their careers.
,--1

"I think most things that came along that first year, I
assumed were part of the territory."_.

A

(.3

1

a
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Many teachers said they spent a great deal of time at home during their

first year to read the curriculum and textbooks, grade homework papers,'
0

write lesson, plans, and,find Aorkable activities. Felt mentioned 'taking

-home school work during the later years in their careers.

"I just remember mainly'that'it was just a tremendous amount
of work because you don't have the background and ydu have:
to start everything riew. I would'work school until 4 p.m.
and go home and work all night every night." '

1
"There was lots and lots of homework for MQ in my first year;
a lot of preparation. Not until quite a bit later in the
year do I recall not bringing a lot home each night," C
some teachers had to adjust the time they all: t d to their owrr interests

and activities around the time needed to complete school work. This was

reported mainly for the first year.' Less was laid about making these

adjustments for the later years:

"I just,had to /eal:l.tbv organize My home time and my time
with friends around the time I needed for school work."

"I think thatlI spent so much energy worrying about the
school situation,that first year that I didn't have time
for hobbies and interests.,

Sources of Tension

Most teachers mentioned sources of tension throughout their careers.

The teachers reported experiencing stress as beginning teachers because of time

demands to complete many tasks (as mentioned in an earlier section).

Most tension for more experieAced teachers originated in, their professiohal

lives and included: the.energy required to ra their classrooms, uncertainty
4

over school closings, state and federal guidlines, requirefforme, fast pace

A liie, accountability, competit iveness among teachers, and conflicts with

parents.

4

.b

ti

`

1

V
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"I would'like to know ho* to deal with the tension of teaqing.
I think the whol9 way of living is more tense /IOW than what it
was 12 years ago when I startedjteacHlhg. The pace is'tao fast
for dealing with people as human '6eings."

.

."The accountability business is getting stronger and, stronger.
and I think that's what is bringing_a lot of this competition
feeling and 'pressure feeltag.. Teaching is a real competitive
thing now.It's not as relaxing as it used to be because
everyone is worried about what everyone else is going to do
onsay,"

Release of Tension

The teachers reported that they accepted many tensions in the_fixst
ti

year as simply being part of the job. Later in their careers the teachers

were less willing or able to absorb the tensionas partof the'job. They,
.

sought ways to release their tension or to move away from the source of it.

Most sources ,pf the tension were in their professional lives while most

tension-relieving activities were in their personal lives.

Only a few teactivs indicated they they adjusted to the tension= through

their activities at school. 09e teacher 'becake less personal with thes.
childreiC.affer she discovered that she had a difficult time dealing with

.

student problems. Anotherteacher.used his activities as a swimming coach

as a release of tension from'his'teaching and also as a source of fulfillment.

Another teacher tried to talk about non-school topics -at lunch.

"I used to be softer but I had to get- harder outwardly because
I couldn't cope with the problems they had. I used to come
home and cry at night And now I don't. You haveto learn
seif-survival."

"We try to avoid talking about the kids so much at 'lunch
because we try to just take.a break for our own mental health."

Several teachers said they nvdedthe summer to be away from thq,

children so that they would be rested and mentally ready for the children

.

in the Fall, The teachers who worked during the summers often took

0
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construction, secretarial, or accounting jobs that had no contact with
;:.

.

-
children. Many teacher chose not to wok-k in the summer so they could

rest and pursue their own interests.

"This.goes clear back to my first and second summers when
1-worked in playgrounds and the migrant school. I just
didn't think I was prepared mentally to 6 back to the
classroom after laving worked with the kids all simmer. So
oonsequent19 fromthat point on, i've always done a summer
job that was not related to working with kids. And I felt
myself much more reak:to go back,and do the job."

.

"The disadvantage of teaching is that it takes so much time:
and .so `much energy. During the nine. months, you have home- A

work, to do and activities Ito plan and it really limits you
as far as other things. You've given so much that you can't

' do anything else, during that time. 6f .course the summers
are nicesaNt you feel like you have to rest up..

Half the't4acras said they tried to'release their tension or tried.
,

to move away from -Mg source Of it after School:, in the evenings, and on the
.

.y
weekends% Their activities such as meeting friends or working on hobbies

. C' ../- 1.7 N ',

often allowed them to &rget the school situation and take a break from-
,

e
.

.working.with'children. One teacher said he released tension after school
, -

Eby. yelling at other cars while he- was driving home.

"You just have to be able td -go out that door andleave a.
lot of t there. And then you get home, you have-Ao kind
of rejuvenate. And one thing LhaVe done is to cuss people'
out on myway drivingilome."

"The first year I had few outside inteests. The second
year Isstarted looking.for other things so'that I wouldn'l
get too dispouraged and also lo.get.away.froM teaching.

' In teaching, you have to et'away'froM it,oryou can get
bogged down. I bought a hourse after niy first year. You
work inside With the kids all day and. YOU get kind of
tense at times. I can get out and work with the horses
and.I.can forget about it.for-a while. It's really away ,,
of relaxing and forgetting about the problems of-the dag
so I'll be ready to tackle the next day."

1 :



Conclusion
4

Teachers' personal and professional lives inevitably affect each

other. Teachers appreciate the positive effects'theiepersonal live's have

on their professional lives and-the positive effects their professional lives

have on their personal lives, 'Sometimes conditidhs in. the professional

)(

envirbnment produce negative effe6ts 6n-teachers' personal lives and,

because of ghat, teachers often try to separate their personal and profes-
,

1.
. sional lives as much as pbssible.

Teathers in their early years of service were less able to separate

their personal and professional lives than more experienced teachers.

leachersA4 their later years of service were, less willing to let their

professional, lives interfere with their personal lives and were more able

to separate their personal and professional livet.

%It
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TABLE' 1

...INTRACTION,OF PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIVES'
.

4.

Personal Life Affects
' Professional Life

ProfesSional Life Affects
Personal Life

1

Their positivA attiortudes and
feelings allowed. them to be

more posrtive when dealing
with children in school.

When they were more comfortable
and happier 7,4thOhemselves,
they were more comfortable and
happier with tle children.

Good relationships withospouse
resulted in warmth, understanding;
and compassion when dealing with
children at school.

Teachers' understanding of their
own children helped them at
school.

Because of personal activities
outside of school, teachers
said they were more flexible,
compassionate, and under=
standing of childrenat school.

Professional lives positively
affeated teachers' quality of
life, personal development,
and home life.,

Teaching enhanced their'lives
and made them feel more
fulfilled:

° People they worked with
positively influenced their
personal development.

If comfortable and happy in
teaching, then they often were
comfortable and happy at home.

Knowledge of children add
teaching helped raise their
own children.

41

4

Created a'strain on their
families and on their own
mental health.

Personal time was needed to
complete school work
(especially in the'first

If
I

441""
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